Standardized Device Services – A Design Pattern for Service Oriented Integration of Medical Devices
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Abstract

Service oriented device architecture (SODA) is a promising approach for enabling a continuous IT support of medical processes in hospitals. However, there is a lack of specific design patterns for realizing the concept in an effective and efficient way. This paper addresses this research gap by introducing the Standardized Device Service design pattern, as a first fundamental pattern for encapsulating devices as services. The pattern is based on both established Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) best practices as well as latest research in the field of SODA. This paper contributes to a) the extension of the IT support of medical processes by devices, b) the general concept of SODA by addressing the lack of generalized design concepts, and c) the existing catalog of SOA design patterns by introducing a first pattern for device integration.

1. Introduction

The standardization of medical treatment is an important way of improving quality of care and reducing costs in hospitals, e.g., by introducing clinical pathways [6]. From an information logistics point of view, standardized medical processes define concrete information needs of the respective actors along the treatment path. This enables the automated provision of information according to the principle of information logistics, i.e., the right information, at the right time, in the right amount, at the right location and in the necessary quality [25, 41].

In order to realize this vision of seamless healthcare with horizontally and vertically integrated healthcare processes enabled by seamless IT support, all participating IT (Information Technology) systems (i.e. software systems and medical devices) have to be integrated [41]. Process oriented IT architectures like SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) are often proposed as a way to support the integration of heterogenous software systems and with it the IT support of standardized medical processes [3, 32, 33]. However, the integration of medical devices is not addressed by these works.

An emerging idea is the application of service oriented principles to enable the integration of devices [7, 8, 21, 38, 43], which we refer to as Service Oriented Device Architecture (SODA) in this paper. Devices are encapsulated as services, analogous to enterprise services in SOA in order to create interoperable virtual devices (device services) [7, 8, 21, 38, 43], which can be used within IT supported processes [5, 15, 21, 22]. As Lesh et al. summarize, “Interoperability is an almost non-existent feature of medical devices” [27]. Thus, the SODA concept is a promising approach to overcome these interoperability issues [38, 43].

As we showed with a literature review, the research field of SODA is mostly unexplored, particularly with respect to medical devices [30]. The main subjects of the identified works are proof of concepts (e.g., [5, 21]) and process orchestration (e.g., [5, 15, 22]) for specific use cases. A structured examination of possible architectural design concepts based on existing SOA design patterns could not be found. In another work (currently in submission for publication) we analyzed existing SOA design patterns [11, 12] with regard to their applicability for SODA. It was shown that existing patterns cannot resolve all design problems.

This paper proposes a first SOA design pattern for SODA. As this research is part of a design science research project, in accordance with Hevner et al. [18], the results are based on existing research knowledge, especially on existing (SOA) design patterns. In addition, evaluation and improvement of the artifact – the new pattern – is part of the research project. However, within the scope of this paper, only the technical feasibility and a first conceptual evaluation
can be demonstrated. The evaluation of different ways of implementation, and the overall evaluation of the suggested pattern are the objectives of further research.

This paper contributes to:

a) the extension of the IT support of medical processes by devices by proposing a pattern that uncouples the device service consumer from the proprietary device interface,

b) the general concept of SODA by proposing a first design pattern that is applicable independently of a specific domain or use case,

c) the existing catalog of SOA design patterns by extending it to the integration of devices.

This paper is structured as follows. First, section 2 presents the concept of SODA. Then, the most important SOA fundamentals are described in section 3, on which the research is based. Section 4 introduces the new Standardized Device Service pattern. In section 5, an exemplary scenario, which was implemented in our laboratory, demonstrates the feasibility of the pattern. A conceptual evaluation of the pattern is presented in section 6. Section 7 summarizes the paper and calls for further research.

2. Service Oriented Device Architecture

2.1. General concept

The basic concept of SODA is the encapsulation of devices as services, analogous to enterprise services in SOA. An enterprise service is a software component that offers a business functionality on a highly semantical level by specifying the interface in a standardized way [24]. A highly semantical level refers to a service that is self-descriptive in a way that it can be consumed dynamically and loosely coupled by other components with a consistent understanding of shared data. In the medical domain, a device service, for instance, could offer functionality for measuring the current blood pressure of a patient. Based on such basic services, more complex services (like a patient monitoring system) can be realized.

The main advantage of the service oriented approach is that the manufacturer-specific device interface does not have to be known by the service consumer and by the programmer, as it is encapsulated by a standardized service interface. This enables the extension of IT supported medical processes by devices. In addition, new functionalities could be added to the device service, which are logically related to the device but not offered by the device itself (e.g., tracking & tracing functionalities); thus, the device service can be considered as a virtual device. Therefore, software maintenance becomes easier because the service interface remains unchanged in case of a device exchange or device interface changes.

2.2. State of the art

In previous work a literature review was performed to examine the state of the art concerning SODA, especially in the health care domain [30]. By using a keyword search in the most important journals and conferences in the field of information systems, computer science, economic science, medical informatics and medical science, 26 relevant articles were identified, predominantly in a technical format. The feasibility and usefulness of the general concept was shown in all examined sources, and fundamental results shown by the various authors.

However, much room for further research was identified, with the primary research gaps categorized into three layers [30]:

- **Requirements Layer**: Analyses of requirements could not be found, taking the specifics of device services into consideration.
- **Technical Layer**: Architectures, used in existing works for instantiating the SODA concept, were built from scratch (e.g., [43]). Although implementation details (like selected technologies) were part of the studies (e.g., [21]), general design concepts were not included. The use of existing SOA design patterns was not documented (or not considered), and the development of new patterns with respect to device integration was not addressed.
- **Methodology Layer**: No analyses were found that indicated whether existing SOA methodologies (like methods for service identification) were transferable to device services.

Concerning the requirements layer, analyses of the specifics of device services are part of another work that is currently in submission for publication. The results are summarized in the next section.

This paper focuses on the technical layer, and more specifically, on the general design concepts for SODA. However, technologies themselves are not examined. The research is built upon the findings of the identified existing works. Thus, further results of the state of the art analysis are presented at the respective sections.

2.3. Specific requirements for device services

Contrary to software services, device services are based on physical devices. Thus, the following characteristics of devices influence the specific requirements of device services:

- **Mobility**: Several devices are designed to be moveable; thus, the device (and with it the service)
might temporally not be available (e.g., portable ultrasound devices [29]).

**Locality:** The locality of devices might be important in several cases, e.g., in hospitals the mapping of a device to a patient could be based on the locality of the device. In addition, the quick localization of a device can be important, e.g., respirators [26]. The locality, naturally, correlates with the mobility.

**Manual influences:** Devices can be directly influenced by human beings. Settings can be changed and, most importantly, devices can be switched on or off at any time [28].

**Replacement:** Devices might be replaced by others (other manufacturer, model or version) in case of failure or for reasons of maintenance [31].

**Devices as resource:** Devices are physical resources. Therefore, they can be reserved or they might be designed for exclusive access only [17].

**Hardware interfaces:** When integrating legacy software systems, proprietary interfaces are a significant challenge. When integrating devices, apart from software interfaces, hardware interfaces also have to be taken into consideration [39].

**Software changeability:** The internal software of devices often cannot be changed or is not allowed to be changed. For instance, medical devices are certified. Any changes, not permitted by the manufacturer, would result in a loss of certification [14].

From these characteristics of devices, the following specific requirements for device services can be deduced, that is, device services must be able to:

- dynamically handle different kinds of device interfaces, which usually cannot be influenced,
- manage the fact that devices can suddenly be not accessible at any time and
- provide functionality for handling devices as physical resource (e.g., exclusive access and locality) if required.

When developing design patterns for device services, these requirements have to be taken into consideration. In addition, they should coincide with existing SOA best practices, which are presented in the next section.

### 3. SOA best practices

#### 3.1. SOA design principles

Our approach is based on following SOA design principles, which can be found in different works [2, 9, 36, 42]:

**Standardized Service Contract.** Service contracts define the capabilities of services. They should be defined in a standardized way, preferring the contract-first approach (i.e., defining the contract before implementing the service). This principle ensures consistent and partly reusable service contracts.

**Service Loose Coupling.** This principle asks to avoid negative types of coupling as Contract-to-Functional Coupling, Contract-to-Implementation Coupling, Contract-to-Logic Coupling and Contract-to-Technology Coupling (for further information about these types of coupling, see [9]).

**Service Abstraction.** The application of this principle turns services into a black box. The use of volatile information (which can possibly change in future, e.g., when a service is composed of other services) by the service consumer is avoided by this principle.

**Service Reusability.** This principle focuses on ensuring robust and generic services, which can be reused on different positions within the IT infrastructure.

**Service Autonomy.** This principle advocates a maximum of control of a service over its underlying runtime execution environment. For example, this means that two services should not have direct access to the same data object on a database.

**Service Statelessness.** The management of state information consumes system resources and should therefore be avoided as far as possible.

**Service Discoverability.** This principle advises that services contain communicative meta data that enable discovery and interpretation.

**Service Composability.** Services should be designed in a way that enables them to be effective participants in service compositions.

In general, it is not possible to fulfill all SOA design principles. For instance, task services contain specific process logic, and are therefore not reusable in most cases [9, 24]. However, for maximizing the benefits of SOA, the solution design for device integration should, as much as possible, be in accord with the principles.

### 3.2. SOA patterns

In this paper, we present a first SOA design pattern for SODA. The idea of patterns can be traced back to Alexander [1] in the field of architecture and Gamma [13] in the area of software engineering. Basically, a pattern consists of the following elements [4, 40]: the context of a given problem and its circumstances, the description of the problem itself (also called forces), the proposed solution for the problem and references to related patterns.

Erl [12] extends this meta-definition of a pattern by using:
4. Standardized Device Service pattern

This section introduces the new Standardized Device Service pattern. It is a compound pattern, i.e., it is comprised of combinations of design patterns [12]. The name of the pattern is due to the fact that realizes device services with standardized service contracts (cf. 3.1 and 4.2) The following patterns are included:

- Service Encapsulation
- Legacy Wrapper
- Dynamical Adapter
- Auto-Publishing

The former two patterns are established SOA design patterns; the latter two patterns could not be found by the authors in the examined pattern literature. These two patterns, as well as the compound pattern, are suggested by the authors as new SOA design patterns. All patterns are described within the next sections.

4.1. Service Encapsulation pattern

The Service Encapsulation pattern is the basis of any SOA and therefore the basis of SODA as well. It addresses the problem of how to make solution logic available as a resource of the enterprise when the associated application was originally not designed to be interoperable [12].

The solution, offered by this pattern, is to encapsulate the solution logic by a service. Applied to devices, the concept of SODA arises.

In order to realize the service encapsulation of devices, three different implementation concepts can be identified in the literature:

- Direct Integration: The device service is offered by the device itself (e.g., by using the Devices Profile for Web Services, as in [21]).
- Adapter Integration: The device is connected to an adapter that offers the device service (e.g., by using a XPORT-Adapter, as in [15]).
- Server Integration: The device is connected (maybe by using an adapter) to a server that offers the device service (e.g., by installing device drivers and a web application server, as in [43]).

4.2. Legacy Wrapper pattern

Legacy applications are often automatically wrapped as services when integrating them into a SOA. As a result, functions of the application are directly exposed as capability of the service, using the proprietary data model of the legacy application.

The Legacy Wrapper pattern addresses the problem of negative type of coupling caused by wrapper services. It advocates the establishment of a standardized service contract when wrapping legacy systems as a service (Figure 1) [12]. Thus, the coupling of service logic to the legacy application programming interface (API) is high, but the coupling of service
consumers to the implementation is loose. In this way, changes of the legacy API or the replacement of the legacy application affect the service implementation but not the service contract. Ideally, service consumers do not even notice changes behind the service contract.

Medical devices can be perceived as legacy applications. When encapsulating devices by services, the service contract may often be non-standardized, especially if the wrapper service is delivered by the device manufacturer. The application of the Legacy Wrapper pattern results in a standardized device service contract, which can be used for any device of a specific class (e.g., infusion pumps). This enables a loose coupling of consumers to devices. Irrespective of the physical device (its manufacturer, its model and its interface version) service consumers are faced with the same standardized service contract. If devices are updated or replaced, service consumers do not need to adapt their implementations.

4.3. Dynamic Adapter pattern

Wrapper services are usually responsible for encapsulating a specific legacy application in a specific version. Updates of the API or the whole replacement of the legacy application occur rarely and these tasks would be performed in an accurately planned way.

In the context of devices (especially medical devices in hospitals), the replacement or update of devices occurs much more spontaneously, dependent on the current needs (cf. 2.3). If, for instance, a medical device breaks down, the health personnel immediately replaces the device by another one of the same type, but not necessarily of the same manufacturer, the same model or same version. Existing works about SODA only support a static handling of adapters (e.g., in [15]).

The Dynamic Adapter pattern addresses this problem by inserting adapter logic into the device service (cf. 4.5). The adapter logic is responsible for dynamically selecting an appropriate adapter that is able to communicate with the given device.

Another responsibility of the adapter logic is hiding proprietary device interfaces from the service logic. As a consequence, the addition of a new device adapter can be executed at runtime. The adapter logic only needs to know where the new adapter can be found and which device(s) it is compatible with.

4.4. Auto-Publishing pattern

Software services are usually manually registered in the service registry once. Afterwards, the entry in the service registry does not need to be updated until the service contract is modified or the service is completely shut down. In addition, the unscheduled shutdown of a service is a serious incident and can affect the operability of other services. If, for instance, a customer service were to shut down, all dependent services that need to create, update or find customers would not work properly any more.

Device services behave differently. The shutdown of a device service is a normal task and can happen almost anytime, e.g., when a device is replaced or getting switched off (cf. 2.3). Thus, the operability of a device service directly depends on the operability of the associated device. This aspect can also be found in existing research about SODA (e.g., [22]).

This problem is addressed by the Auto-Publishing pattern which extends the service logic by a mechanism that enables services to automatically publish their service contracts to the service registry. In addition, services automatically unregister themselves, when the device is no longer accessible.

4.5. Architecture

Figure 2 depicts the architecture of standardized device services. They consist of a standardized service contract, service logic and adapter logic.

The standardized service contract is the (for the
service consumer) visible part of the device service. It is independent of proprietary device APIs, and is constructed on the basis of functionalities and data that a device of the specific class offers.

The service logic is the implementation of the service and therefore realizes the service contract. Thus, there is a tight coupling of the service logic to the service contract, which is the only type of positive coupling [9]. In addition, the service logic is responsible for automatically publishing or unpublishing the service to the service registry, depending on the status of the associated device.

The adapter logic is responsible for selecting an appropriate adapter to communicate with the device. In addition, it monitors the status of the device. If the device status changes (plugged on/off, switched on/off, etc.), the adapter logic informs the service logic about the new status for the purpose of auto-publishing/unpublishing. Because the adapter logic is faced with the proprietary device API, there is a tight coupling of the adapter logic to the device.

The most important aspect is the coupling of service consumers to devices. Service consumers are at all times faced with the same standardized service contract, independent of the actual physical device. Thus, service consumers are completely decoupled from the devices.

4.6. Standardized by whom?

When using the term “Standardized”, the question arises, by whom the standardization is performed. In the context of SOA, the standardization of services, service contracts or data models is related to the enterprise or at least subdomains (an overall standardization is not realizable in most cases) [9].

In the healthcare domain, several standards exist, like DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine), HL7 (Health Level 7) or ISO/IEEE 11073 [16]. They should be taken into consideration when designing service contracts for device services. This ensures stable and consistent device service contracts.

Within hospitals, different departments have different information needs and the use of specific medical devices depends on the specialization of the department. Thus, a single service inventory for the whole hospital might not be reasonable. Instead, the Domain Inventory pattern should be adopted. It groups services “into manageable, domain-specific service inventories, each of which can be independently standardized, governed and owned.” [12].

5. Exemplary scenario

The application of the Standardized Device Service pattern is demonstrated by an exemplary scenario. This scenario was successfully prototypically implemented in our laboratory.

5.1. PCA infusion pumps

In the anesthesia and intensive care unit, infusion pumps are used to “deliver fluid and drugs to the patient in a controlled and easily manageable way” [19]. With PCA (Patient-Controlled Analgesia) infusion pumps, drugs can be delivered in a continuous fluid or in PCA mode. In this mode, the patient can demand a certain amount of drugs, e.g., by pressing a button. For safety reasons, this amount is limited by health personnel. The aim of PCA is “to reduce the dose of analgesic drug to the lowest value acceptable by the patient” [19].

For the purpose of medical documentation, the most interesting data are the medication process and (in PCA mode) especially the PCA behavior of the patient. For this reason, infusion pumps are usually provided with an interface for communication with other systems, e.g., Patient Data Management Systems (PDMS [34]). Normally, these interfaces are proprietary and therefore not standardized.

For the following scenario, B. Braun Perfusor® Space infusion pumps are used in conjunction with a B. Braun SpaceStation and SpaceCom. The SpaceStation acts as a container for several infusion pumps. The SpaceCom component is the communication center of the SpaceStation. Infusion pumps within a SpaceStation can only be accessed over the SpaceCom component by using a proprietary ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) protocol (BCC Protocol Version V.3.26).

5.2. Scenario

The following scenario is kept simple to demonstrate the concept of standardized device services. Thus, the complexity of intensive care units with lots of devices and monitors is reduced to infusion pumps. In addition, the service contract is limited to manually controlled PCA infusion pumps only. So-called closed-loop control of pumps (i.e., pumps that are controlled by computer applications) are not within the scope of the service contract. This classification is reasonable; due to legal issues (cf. [14]), many infusion pumps are not intended to be controlled over their IT interfaces.

In the scenario, a B. Braun SpaceStation with four infusion pumps is used in conjunction with the B. Braun SpaceCom (Figure 3). Two pumps are actually in use, and the other two pumps are switched off. The device service has automatically published two
services (one for each pump) to the service registry. Service customers can find such device services by sending a search request to the service registry. Afterwards, the service consumer receives all necessary information to use the service.

Figure 3: Medical scenario

5.3. Activity 1: on/off-switching of pumps

In addition to the two operating pumps, a third pump is switched on by the health personnel. The adapter logic recognizes the new pump and informs the service logic, which publishes a new service to the service registry. The new device service can now be found and used by service consumers.

After a while, the third pump gets switched off. Again, the adapter logic recognizes the change and informs the service logic, which unpublishes the service. Now, the device service can no longer be found or used by service consumers.

Remark: In fact, the direct communication of e.g., a PDMS to the infusion pump device services is not reasonable. The PDMS would have to take care of new device services for the considered patient and for device services that are no longer available. In this situation, the creation of another service is suggested: one that collects the medication data of all infusion pumps, and one to which specific patients are assigned. For this purpose, we developed a pattern called Device Concentrator, which monitors a specific set of device services (e.g., all infusion pumps associated with patient X). The Device Concentrator pattern is out of the scope of this paper and is therefore not included in the scenario.

5.4. Activity 2: device replacing

The SpaceCom with protocol version v3.26 shall be replaced by a SpaceCom with the protocol v4.00 (remark: fictive protocol version), which is not compatible with the old version. For this purpose, the old SpaceCom is completely switched off. The adapter logic recognizes the changes and informs the service logic which unregisters all affected services.

The adapter logic recognizes the new SpaceCom and selects the appropriate adapter (note: at first time, the associated adapter must be made available to the device service. This should be done by the IT department in advance, including functional tests). Subsequently, the service logic publishes services for all operating infusion pumps.

The service consumer does not notice any changes. He is faced with the same standardized service contract as before and does not need to adapt his implementation.

5.5. Service contract

The service contract for the infusion pumps, used in the presented scenario, was defined by using the Web Services Description Language (WSDL). The data model was based on the ISO/IEEE 11073 standard [19] and defined using XML Schema [44]. Details of the contract are out of the scope of this paper. Thus, only the simplified service interface is depicted in Figure 4, using the SOA Modelling Language (SoaML) [35], which is based on UML 2.0 (Unified Modeling Language). This service interface is part of the standardized service contract. Thus, independent of the specific infusion pump (manufacturer, model, version) actually in use, the service interface remains unchanged.

Figure 4: Device service interface

The getGeneralDeviceData functionality delivers general information about the device, such as the manufacturer, model version and serial number. Information, which is specific to infusion pumps, can be obtained by getPumpStatus, e.g., battery status, readiness for infusion, current power supply, active pumping, etc. Information about the medication, currently infused into the patient, can be gathered with getMedicationData. The getAlarms functionality delivers all current alarms, such as the battery empty alarm, pressure alarm, end of volume alarm, etc.

Changed information can also be obtained by using the Observer pattern [13], also called Event-Driven Messaging pattern in the context of SOA [12]. Thus,
the service consumer subscribes to a specific event, e.g., a specific alarm, pump status changes or current medication data every five seconds. If the specific event occurs, corresponding information is sent to the service consumer by the device service.

6. Conceptual evaluation

The Standardized Device Service pattern is based on best practice SOA as well as on existing works in the field of SODA. In addition, the specific requirements of device services were taken into account. Furthermore, the technical feasibility could be proved by a prototypical implementation. However, a pattern “provides a proven solution to a common problem” [12]. Thus, the overall evaluation of the pattern needs further research, especially practical experiences.

As a first quality criterion, in the following, we present a reflection of the eight SOA design principles, presented in section 3.1.

Standardized Service Contract. The concept realizes standardized service contracts per definition by applying the Legacy Wrapper pattern (cf. 4.2). Standardization is additional supported by the recommendation of considering existing standards when designing the service contract (cf. 4.6). Thus, services contracts are standardized in any case.

Service Loose Coupling. The concept follows the contract-first approach. Negative types of coupling are avoided by using the Legacy Wrapper pattern (cf 4.5). Thus, there can’t be a tight coupling between service consumers and device services.

Service Abstraction. Device services are designed as a black box. Service consumers are not faced with interfaces of physical devices, nor are service consumers aware of implementation details, such as device identification or adapter selection. Thus, the service abstraction is very high.

Service Reusability. Device services are not restricted to specific devices, but are valid for all devices of a specific class. As an example, a device service for infusion pumps can be used for any infusion pump in a hospital, independent of manufacturer, model or version. Thus, the reusability potential is very high.

Service Autonomy. The autonomy of device services depends on the way of implementing the service. If device identification and adapter selection is encapsulated to other services, the autonomy is moderate. If these mechanisms are realized within the service itself, the autonomy is high if no other components can access the stored data.

Service Statelessness. Depending on the device class, scenarios are possible where state information has to be managed by the device service. One possible scenario is the exclusive use of a physical device by a service consumer. In this case, the device service has to store information about the consumer and the usage time / timeout limits. Another example is event managing. If service consumers are enabled to subscribe to specific events, the device has to manage subscriber information.

Service Discoverability. This depends on the technology. If web service technologies are used to realize device services, service discoverability is given by default [10].

Service Composability. Being classified as utility service (cf. 4.7), device services are highly composable if the service contract is designed well.

The results of the reflection are summarized in Table 1. Completely/Predominantly fulfilled means that the application of the pattern enables, e.g., a very high/high degree of service reusability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOA Design Principle</th>
<th>Fulfillment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standardized Service Contract</td>
<td>![Filled]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Loose Coupling</td>
<td>![Filled]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Abstraction</td>
<td>![Filled]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Reusability</td>
<td>![Filled]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Autonomy</td>
<td>![Filled]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Statelessness</td>
<td>![Filled]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Discoverability</td>
<td>![Filled]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Composability</td>
<td>![Filled]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Standardized Device Service pattern: reflection of SOA design principles

The table reflects the perception of the authors. The definition of objective criteria for each design principle is extensive work (cf. [37] for the example of loose coupling) for future research and therefore out of scope of this paper. As shown, the concept of standardized device services has the potential to completely fulfill all SOA principles. Depending on the way of implementation and depending on the specific device service functionality, it might be necessary to make concessions to the service autonomy and service statelessness principles.

7. Conclusion and future research

As has been shown in several studies (e.g., [15, 20, 23, 43]), SODA is a promising concept for overcoming
interoperability issues, especially for extending the IT support of processes to devices. In the literature, however, general design concepts are missing. This paper proposes the Standardized Device Service pattern, which is composed of two existing and two newly developed patterns. The concept is based on SOA best practices, as well as on existing works, with respect to the eight SOA principles. By implementing a prototype which realizes the new pattern on the example of infusion pumps, the technical feasibility of the concept is proven.

As a pattern, the presented concept is flexible and reusable (cf. [12]). Thus, it is not limited to specific domains, devices or IT architectures. It can be applied in situations where devices are integrated into a SOA or when devices are encapsulated as services for overcoming interoperability issues. In the healthcare domain, the Standardized Device Service pattern enables the integration of medical devices. Thus, in combination with existing SOA design patterns, the entire IT support of medical processes can be realized, based on SOA best practices.

As mentioned, further research is required. In a next step, several technologies and ways of implementation will be analyzed and compared with each other. In addition, a more complex scenario will be realized to evaluate and improve the concept. If reasonable, further patterns will be developed.

Even if SODA is a promising concept, the management of adapters for devices to enable the service encapsulation, is still an undesirable task. Thus, the efforts of standardization in healthcare should be further expanded. If the potentials of the SODA concept can be transferred and realized in practice, the adoption of an official standard for device services (analogous to ISO/IEEE 11073) would be a desirable consequence.
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